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Looking for how to convert DVD to AVI so as to make the DVD much compatible together with your
portable devices? This paper certainly will show you most effective plus best way to convert DVD to
AVI.

Converting DVD to AVI requires a reliable converting software that may both decrypt the CSS
protection and even convert DVD to AVI. Leawo DVD to AVI converter is simply the ideal one which
could possibly accomplish the goal as well as allow you to customize the video by providing you two
features: edit plus settings. In the meantime, this DVD to AVI converter will probably finish the
conversion during a short while.

Now, download the DVD to AVI converterï¼ˆhttp://www.dvdconvertersoft.com/dvd-ripper.htmlï¼‰ plus
install it.

1. Add the DVD videos

Open the DVD to AVI converter plus import the DVD videos by clicking â€œaddâ€•. Double click the video
file for previewing plus decide on subtitles as well as audio languages for it.

2. Set the output

Do down to the profile, exactly where you might see a dropped-up box. decide on AVI from the
common video column as output format. And then decide on an output folder in â€œoutputâ€•.

3. Editing & settings

To improve the output video, this DVD to AVI provides us two functions: editing plus settings.

Go to the editing panel, exactly where you should trim the video length, crop the video size, adapt
the video effects and even add watermark for it.

And then press â€œsettingsâ€• to alter the audio plus video parameters such as bite rate, video codec,
audio codec, video size, and so on.

4. Convert DVD to AVI

Go back to the main interface and click â€œconvertâ€• to get started ripping DVD to AVI. This DVD to AVI
converter will probably show you the converting process and provide an output folder shortcut for
you following the conversion.
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